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Roll a Picasso Pirate Directions

1. Fold the paper in 1/2 horizontally and vertically, then open back up the paper. 
 (DIAGRAM A)

2. Roll your die and then look on the “Roll a Picasso Pirate” chart. This will determine which 
 face shape you will draw. For example, if your die shows 6 that is the face shape you will  
 draw. When you draw the face shape on your paper you will want to leave some room at   
 the top for the pirate bandana that will be drawn later on the top of the head. Also leave   
 some room at the bottom if you want to draw a neck and part of the striped pirate t-shirt.   
 Also you will want to try to center the face on the paper so that it falls within the 4  
 rectangles that were created when you folded the paper. (DIAGRAM B)

3.  Repeat the process by rolling the die for each face part (Rolls 2-7 on the “Roll a Picasso   
 Pirate” chart) to determine which left eye, nose, mouth, mustache, ear options to draw on  
 your paper. STOP after you have completed Roll 7 and drawn the right ear.

4. Before Roll 8, draw the pirate bandana at the top of the head. The shape of the bandana   
	 is	like	a	half	circle.	For	the	side	ties	of	the	bandana,	draw	two	bunny	ear	or	flower	petal	like		
 shapes. You can either choose to put those on the right or left side.

5.  After you have drawn the pirate bandana, roll your die to determine what pattern  
 option you should draw on the bandana.

6.  Finish your pirate by drawing an eye patch on the pirate’s face, adding scars to his face,   
 adding beard stubble to the pirates face, and an earring to the one of the ears. You can 
  also draw a neck and part of the pirate striped shirt

7. Use your black sharpie or pen to trace over your drawing and also the folded lines on your  
 paper (DIAGRAM C). Finally, color your pirate.
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